
 

 

  

There are none so 
blind…………. 

  

by Richard Cluver 

One would have to be completely heartless not to sympathise with the plight of 
miners in the platinum belt whose hopes of a better life led them to embark on a 
crippling strike that took month to resolve but has left them in a financially far 
worse state than they were before. And now they are beginning to wake up to the 
bitter consequence of their actions in Anglo American’s decision to sell up its 
mining assets in the area. 

  

Though it is understandable that the miners were easily inflamed by the 
disclosure of the massive disparity between their earnings and those of the 
company’s senior executives and that is an issue which the boards of all major 
listed companies need to take very seriously in an era when such excesses are 
fanning the flames of a mounting global attack on the basic tenants of the 
capitalist system, the real sorrow is that the miners could have been led to believe 
that the outcome could have been any different. 

  

The basic conclusions should be plain for everyone with the most basic grasp of 
economics. Capitalism is driven by ordinary people like you and I who through a 
lifetime of work and thrift, manage to build up retirement nest eggs intended to 
provide us with a living income in our declining years when we are no longer able 
to work as effectively as we could in the prime of our lives.  
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Simple observation of the average retiree makes it plain that few could afford to 
live in anything but very straightened circumstances without the income that such 
accumulated savings have provided and, furthermore it should be equally obvious 
to all observers that such retirees need to extract the highest possible return from 
their savings. Thus, for example, if the Anglo Americans of this world failed to pay 
market-competitive dividends, our retirees would quickly be persuaded to sell 
their shares and move their money towards companies that did. 

  

Clearly too, the executives of companies like Anglo American equally need to 
ensure that they remain as profitable as their competitors or they are likely to be 
out of a job in a very short time. Note what happened this week to the chef 
executive of the British Tesco grocery chain Phillip Clark who spent more that a 
billion pounds of a failed business turnaround plan. 

  

Now the facts staring Anglo Plats chief executive Chris Griffiths in the face is that 
its Rustenburg operations  together with its Union Mine and Pandora are loss-
makers. The company has talked about mechanisation as a means of reducing 
costs and restoring these operations to profitability but has plainly concluded that 
the mines either do not lend themselves towards efficient mechanisation or that 
the cost of doing so would be prohibitive and that, rather that continuing to lose 
money they will try to sell. Hopefully some optimist who thinks he can do better 
than Anglo, will buy the mines and, for a while anyway, miners’ jobs will be 
prolonged. But if a buyer cannot be found, then presumably Anglo will mothball 
or close the mines to await a time when the platinum price justifies re-opening 
them again. But do note that whenever the price of commodities like platinum 
rise beyond economic limits, innovative mankind always finds a substitute 
commodity to replace it. 

  

So the conclusion is obvious. Miners must agree to work for less or lose their jobs. 
And this view applies to every sector of every industry where, in the interests of 
remaining competitive, managements are forced to look at mechanisation. 

  

So whom should the miners and all workers in a similar plight blame for the fact 
that they are unable to earn what they perceive to be a living wage? Well 
certainly not the Anglo Americans of this world which, as I have observed, are 
merely trying to make enough profit to attract development capital from millions 
of savers like you and I worldwide. Failure to do so is tofollow the Phillip Clarks 
into obscurity. 



The obvious target of their anger should be the Government which failed to 
educate them sufficiently to be able to find better-paid employment. There is, 
after all, a dire shortage of skilled personnel in South Africa such that we need to 
attract immigrants who bring vital skills with them. Sadly, however, one hears 
very little about adult education and worker re-training programmes in this 
country. 

  

Alarmingly, when the SABC publishes public tweets about events like the Anglo 
announcement, there is a growing body of opinion that the solution to the 
problem is to nationalise the mines. Government tried that in the case of a West 
Coast diamond operation which has cost the State millions to date without solving 
the problem so they have learned their lesson well. And they are surrounded by 
further examples like the SABC and SAA to further convince them that 
Governments cannot run profitable businesses. Happily too, driven by the threats 
of folk like Julius Malema who think that nationalisation is the panacea that would 
ensure that workers get paid what they believe they are worth without any 
regard for maintaining profitability, the ANC has done its homework in the form 
of an extensive commission of enquiry and have firmly concluded that 
nationalisation is not an option for South Africa.  

  

Furthermore, with public debt having risen from R525-billion prior to the 2009 
global crisis to a current R1.59-trillion, Finance Minister Nhlanhla Nene has re-
committed the Government to stabilise the growth of debt by remaining within 
the expenditure limits it has set itself and so it is extremely unlikely that we could 
see Government buying the Rustenburg mines from Anglo. 

  

Government could afford, however, to step in with re-training and, wishful 
thinking, it could tackle the crisis in education so that more than half of all our 
young people are effectively unemployable! This is the only long-term solution to 
the crisis of unemployment! 
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The fourth in a new series in The Investor  

by Richard Cluver  

Point and Figure Charting  

…and how to look for chart patterns  

THOUGH point and figure charting is currently enjoying some renewed interest among share market 
analysts, one of its greatest values to the student investor is its very clear chart formations. Once 
one is used to identifying them in a point and figure chart, it becomes much easier to spot identical 
structures in the more commonly-used line graphs and the many computer-driven indicators which 
are today derived from them.  

 

The most reliable of all point and figure chart formations is the Bearish Signal Reversed which, 
applied over an extended period to the New York Stock Exchange, was found accurate in its 
predictions 92 per cent of the time. It will produce an average price gain of 23,2 per cent in an 
average time of 2,5 months. It is an extension of the Bearish Signal which in its turn is 88,6 per cent 
accurate in predicting an average price fall of 21,9 per cent in an average time of 4,9 months. The 
significant feature of the Bearish Signal is a lower top and a lower bottom.  

The first time the chart of any share makes a lower bottom after making a lower top, it is telling us 
that supply has  

overcome demand and that a downward movement is about to start. One should certainly sell if this 
formation is evident, and possibly also consider bearing the share.  
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Obviously, if you look at the example on the previous page, at least four vertical columns are needed 
before the pattern emerges clearly. The Bearish Signal Reversed always occurs immediately after the 
classic Bearish Signal. There is no bumping along on a support line to indicate that buying and selling 
pressures have come into equilibrium. Instead, because of a steady influx of new demand, the price 
starts an uninterrupted rise and in our example a buy signal is given at 38 cents when for the first 
time the price penetrates a previous top.  

In the line graph example I have illustrated how the same formation was obvious in the case of Sasol 
shares in late 2012. Note how the price of the shares fell through a falling support line at R358 on 
December 14 2012, fell briefly to R356 after which the bulls could no longer contain their greed. On 
December 20 the price took off and soared to R417.40 by March 15 2013 before a falling double top 
signalled that the last bull had shot his bolt and the price thereafter plunged back  

The Bearish Signal and its opposite, the Bullish Signal, are observed frequently. The more accurate 
Bearish Signal Reversed and its opposite the Bullish Signal Reversed unfortunately do not occur too 
often.  

 

 

New York Viewpoint  

The sketch, “Anne Elk’s Theory on Brontosauruses,” appeared in the 31st episode of Monty Python’s 
Flying Circus, which was entitled “The All-England Summarize Proust Competition”; and it featured 
Chapman as a television interviewer and Cleese (in drag) as Miss Anne Elk, a paleontologist, who was 
in the studio to discuss her new, ground-breaking theory on the afore-mentioned dinosaurs.  
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What followed when Elk was questioned about her theory is classic Python:  

Presenter: You have a new theory about the brontosaurus.  

Anne Elk: Can I just say here, Chris, for one moment, that I have a new theory about the 
brontosaurus?  

Presenter: Uh... Exactly...  

Very long pause  

(prompting) What is it?  

Anne Elk: Where?  

Presenter: Your new theory  

Anne Elk: Oh! What is my theory?  

Presenter: Yes!  

Anne Elk: What is my theory that it is? Well, Chris, you may well ask me what is my theory.  

Presenter: I am asking.  

Anne Elk: Good for you. My word yes. Well Chris, what is it, that it is, this theory of mine. Well, this is 
what it is. My theory, that I have, that is to say, which is mine... is mine.  

Presenter: Yes, I know it’s yours! What is it?  

Anne Elk: ... Where? ... Oh! This is it.  

Starts prolonged throat clearing  

Anne Elk: (clears throat) This theory, which belongs to me, is as follows... (more throat clearing) This 
is how it goes... (clears throat) The next thing that I am going to say is my theory. (clears throat) 
Ready?  

Inevitably, after such a prolonged build-up, the payoff is predictable in that Elk is clearly stalling in 
order to avoid explaining her theory for as long as possible; but, eventually, she is forced into laying 
it out for the whole world to see:  

Anne Elk: My Theory, by A. Elk (Miss). This theory goes as follows and begins now:  

All brontosauruses are thin at one end; much, much thicker in the middle; and then thin again at the 
far end. That is my theory that is mine and belongs to me and I own it and what it is, too.  

... and in that instant, she is exposed for what she is: a fraud.  

The scientific community adopted Anne Elk’s theory on brontosauruses to describe any scientific 
observation which is not actually a theory but rather a minimal account; and that sobriquet — it 
seems to me — merits far broader application and acceptance.  

Lately I seem to be constantly reminded of Anne Elk everywhere I turn, as the world descends into 
chaos and those charged with running it (at least officially) stumble from pillar to post, relying on the 
public’s buying into whatever they spin in order to press their agenda.  

We see it in the rush to demonize Vladimir Putin for the MH17 tragedy, along with everything else 
that remotely touches Russia; we see it in the one-sided reporting of events in the Middle East; and 
we see it in the broad-brush strokes painted across the China canvas when assumptions are made 
about what is happening inside the political hierarchy that runs the Middle Kingdom.  



However, the one place it is glaringly obvious (and has been for a number of years) is in the talk 
emitting from the mouths of the world’s central bank governors.  

Now, I am no great fan of Putin; nor do I feel able to confidently choose sides between various 
factions in the Middle East — mainly because I find it impossible to take what I read in the 
mainstream media at face value and therefore come to what I would consider a well-informed 
opinion — but the beauty of central bankers is that they hold press conferences and release detailed 
minutes of their meetings which, if anything, throw perhaps too much light onto their deliberations, 
operations, and machinations for anybody’s good — least of all their own.  

July 26th, 2012: Anne Elk’s Mario Draghi’s Theory on Preserving the Euro:  

This theory, which belongs to me, is as follows... (more throat clearing) This is how it goes... (clears 
throat) The next thing that I am going to say is my theory. (clears throat) Ready?  

We think the euro is irreversible. And it’s not an empty word now, because I preceded saying exactly 
what actions have been made, are being made, to make it irreversible.  

But there is another message I want to tell you.  

Within our mandate, the ECB is ready to do whatever it takes to preserve the euro. And believe me, it 
will be enough.  

Now, unlike Anne Elk’s (brackets, “Miss,” close brackets), Draghi’s theory — though in effect every bit 
as toothless should his bluff ever have been called — was taken at face value by a gullible public; and 
disaster was averted (though, along with the gullibility, there was also an implicit explicit bribe put 
carefully in place — buy bonds of bankrupt countries, and we’ll make sure you don’t lose money).  

Many of you will probably not remember what the edge of the abyss looked like, so here are a couple 
of reminders — just for old times’ sake:  



 

   

The chart above shows the yields on 10-year government bonds for Greece’s $242 billion economy; 
Spain’s $1.35 trillion economy; and the behemoth, Italy’s $2.17 trillion economy through 2011, going 
into the unveiling of Draghi’s Elk Theory plan and beyond.  

Due to scaling issues, the plot for Greece is on a separate scale on the right-hand side of the chart; 
but, if you look carefully, you’ll see that yields on its 10-year bonds peaked at 37% in early 2012 and, 
despite some serious jawboning on the part of EU politicians, were still at 28% in July when Draghi 
cleared his throat.  

Remember those days? Europe was teetering on the edge of oblivion, and each day saw the chances 
of a disorderly unwind of the euro increase to the point where even some of the more staunch pro-
Europe voices began to waver in their certainty about its future.  

Writing somewhat presciently a few short weeks before Draghi unveiled his Elk Theory, plan, The 
Economist laid out the bind perfectly:  

(Economist): Even the single currency’s die-hard backers now acknowledge that it was put together 
badly and run worse.  

Greece should never have been let in. France and Germany rode a coach and horses through the 
rules designed to prevent government borrowing getting out of hand. The high priests of euro-
orthodoxy failed to grasp that, though Ireland and Spain kept to the euro’s fiscal rules, they were 
vulnerable to a property bust or that Portugal and Italy were trapped by slow growth and declining 
competitiveness.  



A break-up, many argue, would allow individual countries to restore control over monetary policy. A 
cheaper currency would help match wages with workers’ productivity, for a while at least. Advocates 
of a break-up imagine an amicable split. Each government would decree that all domestic 
contracts—deposits and loans, prices and pay—should switch into a new currency. To prevent runs, 
banks, especially in weak economies, would shut over a weekend or limit withdrawals. To stop 
capital flight, governments would impose controls.  

All good, except that the people who believe that countries would be better off without the euro 
gloss over the huge cost of getting there. Even if this break-up were somehow executed flawlessly, 
banks and firms across the continent would topple because their domestic and foreign assets and 
liabilities would no longer match. A cascade of defaults and lawsuits would follow. Governments that 
run deficits would be forced to cut spending brutally or print cash.  

Has anything changed in Greece since July 26th, 2012? Well, let’s see:  

Unemployment?  

 

Nope.  

GDP?  



 

Well, technically, I guess you could say it rose, since it only fell 4% last year instead of 7% — it 
depends on how you define improvement, I guess. Either way, though the rate has slowed, the 
Greek economy spent its sixth straight year in contraction in 2013.  

So no real improvement in Greece then.  

What about Spain?  



 

It’s a different chart from the Greek one, I promise you. It just LOOKS the same. In fact, the Spanish 
headline unemployment rate has actually plummeted to 25.4%, so... hooray for Europe!  

GDP?  



 

Well, let’s be charitable here, shall we? Ermmmm... (prolonged pause)... (clears throat)... Hey, Spain 
ain’t Greece!  

Of course, the official GDP growth forecast for Greece for 2014 is... drumroll... +0.6%. And Spain? 
Well that would be growth, too — to the tune of +1.1% — but this is the work of the European 
Commission, a body whose website makes available the following upbeat reports for your 
downloading pleasure:  

Spring 2014 European economic forecast: Growth becoming broader-based  

Winter 2014 forecast European economic forcast: EU economy: recovery gaining ground  

Autumn 2013 European economic forecast: EU economy: Gradual recovery, external risks  

Spring 2013 European economic forecast: The EU economy: adjustment continues  

Winter 2013, European economic forecast: The EU economy: gradually overcoming headwinds  

What does the more-broadly-growing/gradually-recovering/ground-gaining/headwind-overcoming 
EU economy look like in graphical form?  

Funny you should ask. I just happen to have the chart right here, courtesy of Eurostat:  



 

{cough}.  

Look... as we’re doing this, we can’t leave out Italy — and, what with Renzi’s resounding victory for 
the pro-EU lobby and the demise of Silvio, things there must be on the up, right?  



 

Wrong.  

And when we move to unemployment, well, things just go from bad to worse. As you can see in the 
chart below, youth unemployment in Italy is still rising relentlessly (it currently stands at 43%), and 
headline unemployment is also steadily climbing, suggesting that Italy has yet to reach its “bang 
moment”:  



 

A further reminder of just how perilous things were back in 2012 can be seen in the chart below, 
which shows the Eurostoxx European Banks Index through that crucial 2011/2012 period.  



 

In the 12 months prior to Draghi’s soothing words, the index had halved in value. From the day 
Draghi spoke, the rot miraculously stopped and the banks began a climb that would see them 
appreciate in value by over 100%.  

Did European banks become more sound institutions on July 27th, 2012? (That was a rhetorical 
question, people; put your hands down.)  

The only really important happenings in Europe’s banking sector during the post Elk Theory speech 
period were the following:  

Cyprus bail-in  

Erste Bank made a tiny miscalculation in its bad loan provisions (which led to a small 25% fall in its 
share price).  

Corporate Commercial Bank (the 4th largest bank in Bulgaria) was taken into protective custody by 
the Bulgarian Central Bank.  

Banco Espirito Santo sort of kind of went a bit pear-shaped.  

European banks loaded themselves to the gills with peripheral European debt as part of the quid pro 
quo with Draghi, but making free carry off the Elk Theory promise of a desperate central bank head 
is hardly what used to pass for banking.  

Remember when banking used to be about things like making loans?  



 

(Zerohedge): [The] ECB update on Monetary Developments in the Euro Area was as grim as always, 
with the all important series of loans to the private sector sliding once again by 2.0% Y/Y, worse even 
than April’s -1.8% contraction, driven by a €43 billion collapse in loans to households. This happened 
even as the now largely meaningless M3 rose by 1.0%, an increase to April’s 0.7% Y/Y change.  

In other words, Europe is in bad a shape as pretty much ever, and loan creation is just fractions 
above its all-time low print of -2.3% from late 2013.  

Never mind.  

As long as Draghi’s Elk Theory promise is held up as good, there’s nothing to worry about.  

When recently (finally) confronting the spectre of deflation, Draghi once again cleared his throat. Lo 
and behold, yet another Elk Theory tumbled forth. Grandstanding over a frankly ludicrous 10bp cut 
to an already ridiculous 25bp benchmark rate (as if it will make any difference), Draghi realised, no 
doubt, that it was time for yet more vague threats promises rhetoric. After imposing negative rates 
on European banks’ deposits, Mario Draghi (brackets “Mister,” close brackets) was put on the spot 
once more in the press conference:  

This theory, which belongs to me, is as follows... (more throat clearing) This is how it goes... (clears 
throat) The next thing that I am going to say is my theory. (clears throat) Ready?  

Are we finished? The answer is no. If required, we will act swiftly with further monetary policy 
easing. The Governing Council is unanimous in its commitment to using unconventional instruments 
within its mandate should it become necessary to further address risks of prolonged low inflation.  



 

Now, let’s be serious for a moment, shall we?  

Not only have the GIS (Greece, Italy & Spain) failed to recover, but the engine room of what’s left of 
Europe is also sputtering:  

(Ambrose Evans-Pritchard): Europe’s economic recovery has stalled. The EMU policy elites took a 
fateful gamble that global growth alone would lift the eurozone off the reefs, without the need for 
serious monetary stimulus or a reflation package to ensure take-off velocity.  

Their strategy has failed. The Bundesbank says German growth may have slumped to zero in the 
second quarter. French industrial output has fallen for three months in a row. French business 
surveys point to an outright contraction of GDP, with a high risk of a triple-dip recession.  

Stagnation is automatically causing debt ratios to spiral upwards yet again across a large part of the 
currency bloc. The situation is doubly delicate since the European Central Bank is no longer able to 
serve as a lender of last resort for Italy, Portugal and Spain.  

Germany’s top court has ruled that the ECB’s back-stop plan (OMT) “manifestly violates” the EU 
treaties, and is probably Ultra Vires. The political reality is that the OMT cannot be deployed, 
whatever the European Court says when it issues its own judgment long hence.  

Any external economic shock at this stage risks exposing the fundamental incoherence of the EMU 
system, and therefore shattering the fragile truce in the markets.  

Ambrose talks about the gamble taken by what he calls “EMU policy elites” but fails to mention the 
gamble taken by Draghi — that his Elk Theory would never be challenged.  

So far, it hasn’t; but at some point Draghi’s going to have to stop clearing his throat and lay out some 
concrete steps — and THEN we’ll see just how effective he can be. My guess is that one of two 
things happen: the economies of Europe prove so weak that its politicians find a way around the 
“technicalities” of the Maastricht Treaty, which currently prevent them from printing money, and 
allow Draghi to unleash an inflationary blitz; or the market realizes that his words are hollow, and 
confidence in the ECB head (the only thing holding European markets together) is shattered.  

That... would be ugly.  

Already the pernicious effects of compounding are making their mark on the debt-to-GDP ratios of 
European governments, a point Ambrose makes quite clearly, using Italy as an example:  



(Ambrose Evans-Pritchard ): Eurostat revealed this week that Italy’s debt rose to 135.6pc of GDP in 
the first quarter. This is near the point of no return for a country that borrows in what amounts to a 
foreign currency.  

What is remarkable is that the ratio has jumped 5.4 percentage points over the past year despite 
austerity and even though Italy is running a primary budget surplus.  

This is the toxic effect of near deflationary conditions on debt dynamics. Unless action is taken to 
boost nominal GDP, Italy must mathematically sink deeper into a compound interest trap.  

Precisely, and it’s not just Italy that’s falling into this dreadful trap, as you can see from the chart 
below, which shows the YoY % change in debt-to-GDP ratios in Italy, Greece, France, and Spain:  

 

There’s your austerity. Right there.  

Greece didn’t waste any time getting back on the horse after their default restructuring wiped about 
13% off their debt-to-GDP ratio in 2012, did they?  

Make no mistake, folks, Europe is back — and not in the good way.  

But it’s not just Draghi laying out Elk Theories.  

Oh no.  

Across the Atlantic, the continued narrative being spun by the Yellen Fed is one of “nothing to see 
here,” with a dab of “there’s no inflation,” a soupçon of “we will keep rates low for a very long 



time,” a dash of “everything bad that has happened can be put down to the weather,” and the 
merest suggestion of “these aren’t the droids you’re looking for.”  

The Fed’s nemesis is inflation; and, over time, they (along with the BLS) have done everything in 
their power to paint a picture of benign inflation in order to further their agenda.  

Take hedonics, for example.  

For those of you unsure as to what hedonics (or “hedonic regression” to give it its full title) is, here’s 
the quick and boring dirty:  



 



(Wikipedia): In economics, hedonic regression or hedonic demand theory is a revealed preference 
method of estimating demand or value. It decomposes the item being researched into its 
constituent characteristics, and obtains estimates of the contributory value of each characteristic. 
This requires that the composite good being valued can be reduced to its constituent parts and that 
the market values those constituent parts.  

Bottom line?  

If your new iPad has more features than your old one did, then even though the price went UP, the 
newer model is “technically” cheaper because of the extra memory/pixels/whatever. Look, it just is, 
OK?  

In a NY Times article published in May, the miracle of hedonics was laid bare for the world to see, 
and the chart accompanying it (right) showed that the cost of a television set (thanks to hedonics) 
has somehow fallen 110% since 2005.  

Remarkable.  

But back to inflation and the most recent CPI number:  

 

(WSJ): “Recent readings on, for example, the CPI index have been a bit on the high side,” but the 
data are “noisy,” Ms. Yellen said at a press conference following a meeting of the Fed’s policymaking 
committee. “I think it’s important to remember that, broadly speaking, inflation is evolving in line 
with the committee’s expectations. The committee has expected a gradual return in inflation toward 
its 2% objective, and I think the recent evidence that we’ve seen, abstracting from the noise, 
suggests that we are moving back gradually, over time, toward our 2% objective.”  



Fortunately for the world, Yellen’s own personal Elk Theory (inherited from her predecessors) is that 
the Federal Reserve is omniscient with regards to inflation and they can control it precisely should it 
get out of line:  

... Ms. Yellen said the Fed “would not willingly see a prolonged period in which inflation persistently 
runs below our objective or above our objective.”  

So basically, they are absolutely in complete control (unless they aren’t)...  

She did, however, indicate the Fed might tolerate inflation overshooting the 2% goal if the U.S. 
economy were still far from the Fed’s goal of maximum employment. Right now, sluggish inflation 
and elevated unemployment both call for accommodative policy, but “there could conceivably arise 
policy conflicts or trade-offs somewhere down the road,” Ms. Yellen said.  

... so they are OK with higher inflation for a while. Just not lower inflation.  

We’ve seen this confidence amongst the academics at the Federal Reserve before. They are the 
group which brought you “Derivatives have permitted the unbundling of financial risks,” “...many of 
the larger risks are dramatically — I should say, fully — hedged,” and of course the classic “Subprime 
is contained.”  

However, in recent weeks, a hint of hesitancy has been creeping in around the edges, and without 
saying the dreaded B-word, Yellen took a sideways swipe at the valuations of certain social media 
and biotech stocks:  

(Business Insider): “Equity valuations of smaller firms as well as social media and biotechnology firms 
appear to be stretched, with ratios of prices to forward earnings remaining high relative to historical 
norms.”  

Wow! Janet, that’s a mere hop, skip, and a jump away from “irrational exuberance.”  

Not to worry, though, the Fed Chair quickly added a postscript designed to address any possible 
contagion from her remarks about those “stretched” valuations in a tiny corner of the market:  

(Business Insider): Some broad equity price indexes have increased to all-time highs in nominal 
terms since the end of 2013. However, valuation measures for the overall market in early July were 
generally at levels not far above their historical averages, suggesting that, in aggregate, investors are 
not excessively optimistic regarding equities.  

Then she went for broke:  

(Janet Yellen): [W]e understand that maintaining interest rates at low levels for a long time can 
incent reach-for-yield or asset bubbles. So we are monitoring this very closely.... My general 
assessment at this point is that threats to financial stability are at a moderate level and not a very 
high level. Some of the things that I would look at in assessing threats to financial stability to see if 
they’re broad-based — broad measures of asset prices, of equities, real estate, of debt — do they 
seem to be out of line with historical norms? And I think the answer is no. Some things may be on 
the high side, and there may be some pockets where we see valuations becoming very stretched, 
but not generally.  

OK, Janet... keep going...  

The use of leverage is not broad-based. It hasn’t increased in credit growth. It’s not — you know, at 
alarming levels by any means.... The Federal Reserve doesn’t take a view as to what the right level of 
equity or asset prices should be, but we do try to monitor to see if they are rising outside of levels 
consistent with historic norms. And as I indicated, in spite of the fact that equity prices, broad 
indices have risen substantially, price-equity ratios and other measures are not outside of historical 
norms.  



Zerohedge helpfully published this table to help put Janet’s “not outside of historical norms” call into 
perspective:  

 

Fed Chairs publishing research notes? Whatever next, I wonder?  

I’ll tell you what’s next: the voice of sanity in the form of Stanley Druckenmiller, that’s what:  

(CNBC): “Fed policy seems not only unnecessary, but fraught with unappreciated risk,” said 
Druckenmiller, speaking at the CNBC Institutional Investor Delivering Alpha Conference in New York. 
He said the actions are as “baffling” as they were in late 2003, when the Fed said its target rate 
would stay at 1 percent for a “considerable period” even when there were indications of vigorous 
growth.  

The following year, the Fed started a cycle of tightening that pushed the rate to 5.25 percent by 
2006.... “Five years into an economic and balance sheet recovery, extraordinary monetary measures 
are likely running into sharply diminishing returns,” he said. “The odds are high that the Fed’s 
monetary experiment will be more disruptive down the road than the Fed anticipates.”  

Druckenmiller also questioned the Fed’s certainty over its forecasts, given mistakes in the past, 
including declaring in 2007 that the subprime mortgage crisis was contained.  

“Where does their confidence come from?” he asked.  

That’s a great question, Stan — but then we expect that from you. What we don’t expect are the 
likes of Janet Yellen (or, as Zerohedge have deliciously labeled her, “Yellen Capital LLC”) valuing 
equity markets for us.  

But at the risk of being presumptuous, allow me to answer Stan’s (no doubt rhetorical) question.  

Their “confidence” comes from a series of academic models and a lifetime spent studying theoretical 
finance and then applying it to real-world situations, often with disastrous effect.  

The day these people admit to themselves (let alone to the public) that what they have believed to 
be foolproof doesn’t actually work, is the day they render pointless their entire lives’ work.  

The alternative to grappling with hard realities — in this case to continue waltzing down the path of 
Keynesian folly — is, sadly, far more palatable. Eventually, though, the markets have a habit of 
demonstrating, beyond any reasonable doubt, that natural forces are far more powerful than the 
whims of a few academics. And that is, I fear, what we are setting ourselves up for.  
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Elk Theories — observations which are not, actually, theories but rather simply minimal accounts — 
are commonplace amongst today’s breed of central bankers, and for the time being there are no 
obvious signs of their legitimacy being challenged.  

But that could change in a heartbeat. Should all the Elk Theories currently being espoused be 
simultaneously recognized for what they are, then we will see some fireworks.  

 

If Yellen would stop clearing HER throat long enough, her own Elk theory would, I strongly suspect, 
sound like this:  

This theory, which belongs to me, is as follows... (more throat clearing) This is how it goes... (clears 
throat) The next thing that I am going to say is my theory. (clears throat) Ready?  

We are absolutely convinced beyond any doubt whatsoever that we can, through the manipulation 
of interest rates and the theft of savings, extricate the world from its growth-free, post-2008 malaise 
and at the same time extricate ourselves from our $3.5 trillion dollar balance-sheet expansion.  

We are quite certain that we can manipulate headline inflation to exactly where we need it to be 
and that any aberration can be blamed on the weather without so much as a whimper from the 
investing public.  

We believe that bubbles are impossible to see until they burst, and we believe that we have played 
no part in generating the bubbles which have periodically plagued the world over the last several 
decades.  

We know beyond question that holding interest rates at artificially and ridiculously low levels for 
several years will have no ill effects on the economy whatsoever; and we can assure you, with the 



utmost conviction, that we will be able to complete the taper without any damage being done to the 
equity markets.  

That is my theory and what it is too.  

Like those of Draghi, Yellen’s theories are nothing more than minimal observations which hardly 
stand up to scrutiny but for the fact that she has stated something which IS true currently.  

While Anne Elk — brackets, “Miss”, close brackets — focused her keen scientific eye on the 
Brontosaurus, anybody with even the remnant of a childhood love of dinosaurs will remind you that 
the Brontosaurus — or “Thunder Lizard” — turned out to be a figment of somebody’s overactive 
imagination.  

The creature, which in actual fact turned out to be thin at one end; much, much thicker in the 
middle; and then thin again at the far end, was actually the Apatosaurus, or “deceptive lizard.”  

Fortunately, the world is now completely free of deceptive lizards.  

Wait… what?  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CPI Update: Unchanged at 6.6% y/y, 
below consensus expectations  

By Annabel Bishop, Investec chief economist  

   

CPI inflation came out unchanged at 6.6% from May, slightly below the consensus 
expectation of 6.7%. Petrol prices fell in June, by 22c/litre, but food price inflation 
ticked up to 9.2% y/y (from 9.1% y/y) as previous rand depreciation continued to 
negatively influence this outcome. However, agricultural and manufactured food 
price inflation have fallen in recent months, and this should soon feed through to the 
CPI, causing it to subside in Q3.14 from its current five year high.  

The main driver was rental increases in line with a rising interest rate environment as 
it becomes more expensive to own a mortgaged home. Domestic workers wages 
also saw a not unusual uptick in price pressures, with minimum wages increasing 
annually and meaningful upward migration continuing at the lower LSM groups.  

Excluding food and non-alcoholic beverage price inflation, as well as petrol and 
energy prices, delivers a core inflation rate of 5.6% y/y, marginally up from 5.5% y/y, 
but a true measure of core inflation would exclude all state administered prices. 
State administered price inflation came out at a hefty 8.6% y/y, with the cost of water 
rising by 8.0% y/y.  

Globally, the UN food price index recorded a drop of 2.8% y/y in June, and price 
deflation has been recorded since the start of 2012. This downward price pressure 
coming particularly from global cereals prices (-15.6% y/y in June), combined with 
SA’s bumper maize harvest should reverse the trajectory in food price inflation at the 
CPI level.  
At the production level food price inflation has fallen to 8.9% from a peak in April of 
9.5% and at the agricultural level has dipped 6.7% y/y from a peak of 13.3% y/y in 
March. A similar moderation is expected to follow at the consumer level, causing CPI 
inflation to fall toward 6.0% y/y in the second half of 2014, and then to drop inside 
the 3-6% y/y target in 2015.  



 

The rand has strengthened in the last week on significant foreign net purchases of 
SA equities (R3.5bn) on risk-averse behaviour following the rise in geo-political 
tensions. The domestic currency has appreciated to R10.51/USD, R14.16/EUR and 
R17.94/GBP from R10.53/USD, R14.16/EUR and R18.36/GBP since the middle of 
last week. Carry trade activity is also evident.  

Foreigners have however sold R4.6bn in bonds, net of purchases, over this time 
period, continuing the sell off since 9th July when the Federal Reserve Bank 
published its June meeting minutes stating that QE tapering would end in October. 
This has led markets to believe that the first hike in US interest rate could come as 
early as June 2015. 
The rand strengthened in relief on the lower than expected CPI outcome, as it 
improves the likelihood for the repo rate to remain on hold for the rest of this year. 
We continue to believe the rand will strengthen to R10.40/USD in Q3.14 and to 
R10.00/USD in Q4.14, potentially ending the year below R10.00/USD.  

Rand strength improves the likelihood of a lower CPI outcome and should the 
domestic currency continue to tick stronger then the SARB is likely to revise down its 
CPI forecasts and so deliver no further interest rate hike this year.  

We believe the repo rate will be left unchanged for the rest of this year, barring any 
rand blowout as per the down case scenario - which is one of further rating 
downgrades, escalating strike action, monetary policy errors and/or a slowdown in 
global growth.  



 

 

   

   



 


